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Italy's magistracy begins to unmask
the international 'Magician' conspiracy
by Vivian Freyre Zoakos, European Editor
Since the May 1978 assassination of their fonner Prime Min

under their very noses imd "almost in the light of day."

series of investigations which, in their totality, have done

another example of a high law-enforcement office being oc

ister, Aldo Moro, the Italian magistracy has undertaken a
more than any other publicized national intelligence investi- .
gations to get to the roots of how the world actually works.

In 1977, the president of Cyprus spoke of the fact that

In New York, District Attorney Robert Morgenthau is

cupied by a leading member of Murder, Inc. Morgenthau,
who protects and helps oversee the gigantic drug traffic into

New York City, is the son of the man who advocated the

there exists a group of what he tenned "international'Magi

reduction of Gennany to a state of rural idiocy after the last

"international Magicians" have gone under many names at

bul, helped put together the infamous Parvus plan to bring

cians" whose enonnous power shaped world events. These

different times. Sometimes it has been "Murder, Inc." or
"Dope, Inc." In the period of the 1963 Kennedy assassina

world war. His grandfather, while U.S. ambassador in Istan

about the similar destruction of the U.S.S.R.

tion, Murder, Inc. was best known to insiders as Permindex,

The terrorist connection

ized their most important operational capabilities. It was

Sterling, has become famous as the exponent of the thesis

the name of the (then) Italian-based institution that central

Permindex that murdered President John Kennedy.

Pennindex had been earlier forced to leave France when

President de Gaulle's intelligence learned it was behind the

33 attempts against his life.

The Magicians' netwl?rks comprise geographical areas in

East and West, North and South, irrespective of the particular

One of the Magicians' house "intellectuals," author Claire

that all terrorism comes directly from the East via Soviet
intelligence (KGB) and the intelligence services of the other

.Eastern European countries.

Terrorism from the East? Of course!

The Italian magistrates ,are in the process of proving this

in their investigations of the May

13, 1981 shooting of Pope

ideology practiced by specific national regimes. It is they,

John Paul II. But their investigations have also shown that

alliance, who have too often controlled the policies and des

operation in collusion with Turkish, Syrian, and Italian maf

through the enonnous power they share in their Hobbesian

tinies of nations. It was they who engineered the 1973 Middle

the Bulgarian intelligence community participated in this

ias; that the Bulgarians are part of a massive ring that imports

from the Golden Crescent for shipment all over the

East war, and thereafter precipitated the gigantic Oil Hoax

opium

price

economic

ticated weapons available; that British Petroleum and Royal

Nothing of this is known by even well-infonned individ

dirty operations, which involved both Israel and Khomeini's

that in 1974 led to a 400 percent increase of the world oil
and

depression.

sparked

the

current

world-wide

world in exchange for payment in the fonn of the most sophis

Dutch Shell have played central roles in at least one of these

uals, because there are few areas as tightly controlled by the

Iran; that some of the most prestigious Western, including

New York Times, for example, is not a newspaper but an

the drug traffic, and that the cultist Freemasons regroup many

Murder, Inc.'s domination over entire aspects of national

With their small half truths, Sterling and her ilk tell noth

Magicians/Dope, Inc. as is that of the press and media. The

intelligence center and outlet (see National section).

Swiss, banking houses launder the dirty money flows from
of the leaders of these operations.

.

intelligence and legal authorities is such that it was recently

ing but lies. One of her colieagues in terrorism analysis,

them to publicly confront the blatant coverups perpetrated as

ment, is another good case in point. Ledeen last year was

denounced by the ItaliJln magistracy after their work forced
a matter of course by their supposed colleagues in the intel

ligence community.

Michael Ledeen·of the Haig and now Shul� State Depart

proven by the Italians to be the long-time recipient of money
from the Propaganda-2 Freemasonic lodge. The P-210dge,

. Judge Francesco Simeoni, Chief Prosecutor of Trento,

which provided Italy with its biggest post-war scandal once

conference for allowing one of the largest drugs-for-weapons

to be heading all branches of the intelligence services and the

Italy, denounced the intelligence services at a Nov. 26 press
rings in the world to operate undisturbed for nearly 20 years
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its activities and membership list were revealed, was shown

military. Its members and collaborators were also heavily
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represented at the highest levels of fascist and communist

terrorism, finance and politics. Among them was Henry Kis

singer, partly via his participation in the P-2 offshoot, the

Monte Carlo Lodge.

As for Bulgaria itself, despite its being touted as the most

orthodox of the East bloc countries, it is and has been the
home of outrageous kookery throughout the twentieth cen

member of the party's Politburo. She also received at least

some of her kook training at St. Anthony's College, Oxford,

where she specialized in culturai history.

In 1978 she initiated a program to honor "Titans of the

Spirit," beginning with Nikolai Konstantinovich Roerich

(1874-1947), the Russian painter and "mystic." A member

of the norotious Madama Blavatski' s Theosophical Society,

tury and long prior to that. Cultism, kookery, and terrorism

Roe"rich enshrined the central figure of "The Mother of the

In the city of Sofia, Bulgarian secret service agents con

appearance-Roerich painted her many times-marks the

are the invariable hallmarks of Murder, Inc.

'

sort with Turkish gangsters. One of the latter, the wanted

World" in his work. His followers say that the Mother's
beginning of "the era of women," the onset of a "feminine

Turkish mafioso and drug dealer Bekir Celenk, chose Sofia's

principle" in world history.

offeririg Ag�a 3 million deutschmarks as payment for mur

networks all over the world, the "era of woman" verbiage

Hotel Vistosa for his meeting place with Mehmet Ali Ag�a,

dering Pope John Paul II. Ag�a only narrowly missed col

lecting payment when his May 1981 attempt failed.

Also in Sofia, Chamoun from Beirut will rendezvous with

his partners on the board of Litex Bank, a subsidiary of

the Bulgarian Foreign Trade Bank cited in Italian inv.estiga

As always in the past and throughout the Magicians'

stands for de-industrialization, an anti-scientific attitude qsed

to foster genocidalist policies such as that preached by the

Club of Rome, Robert McNamara, and so fo�.

This whole morass is what is now being unravelled,-if

only at a still preliminary stage-by the Italian investigations

tions as the core protector of dope and weapons smugglers in

into the Ag�a shooting of Pope John Paul.

trepreneur and oil man, Armand Hammer, also passes through

quiries also sheds light onto the problems in Eastern Europe

the International Council on New Initiatives for East-West

cited by the magistrates involves threads which if pursued

the entire Balkan, Mediterranean area. Noted American en

on his way to the Black Sea resort town of Verna-to found

Cooperation. His associates in this enterprise are Club of
Rome founder Aurelio Peccei and Dzhermen Gvisbiani, the

Soviet Georgian systems analyst who is genocidalist Peccei's

long-time collaborator.

But Bulgaria's institut�onalized kookery is the most sol

idly damning evidence in the eyes of those who know some

The Middle Eastern side of the Italian magistrates' in

and the Soviet Union itself, although the evidence thus far

will lead to still higher echelons of the international
conspiracy.

Chamoun, the powerful Lebanese warlord and joint Brit

ish-KGB asset, is a member of the Bulgarian Litex Bank,
one of the Bulgarian outfits cited as being at the center of the
drugs-for-weapons traffic just busted in Milan by the magis

fundamental facts about the International Magicians.

trates. But Chamoun is a part of the tightly knit Mediterra

Sophia is supposed to exalt. But as Oxford specialist in Or

Adnan Khashoggi is an illustrious and internationally-con

Sofia means Divine Wisdom, which the worship of St.

thodoxy Nikolai Zernov, organizer of the Russian Orthodox

nean mafia in which the Saudi (actually Turkish) "financier"

nected member. When doing business in New York, for

Anglican Church joint Fellowship of St. Alban and St. Ser

example, Khashoggi always uses the services of notorious

tieth.Century. there was a strong tendency among the Slavic

trict Attorney Robert Morgenthau.

Divine Wisdom, but as Theotokos, Mother of God. The ador

his position as a board member of the U.S.S.R.'s London

gius, said in The Russian Religious Renaissance ofthe Twen

Orthodox to dedicate their cathedrals to St. Sophia not as
. ation of the mother served as a means to continue pagan
mother cults to such an extent that one of the Russian Ortho

dox figures praised by Zernov would confide to a friend, "I

mob lawyer Roy Cohn who himself works closely with Dis
Chamoun's multiple ties to the Soviet KGB run through

Norodny Bank by way of his Byblos Bank, which is affiiated
with the Bulgarian Litex bank. The Soviets' London Norod

ny had, during the period of its formal existence, owned a

am praying to God, but not to your God; I am praying to

piece of the old dirty money drug bank, Intrabank (the Arab

mother-goddess Isis.

vices). Through various routes, financier Khashoggi was also

Osiris",. the Egyptian god, dismembered husband of the

equivalent of Bernie Cornfeld's Investors Overseas Ser

At the very foundation of the Freemasonic cultist mythos

involved in Intrabank, including his participation in the so

Knowledge of this is supposed to represent the most profound

of the lOS, was only reorganized under a different format.

lies the millennia-old Isis-Osiris, Great Mother beliefs.

called liquidation of the bank which, as in the parallel case

"inner secrets" of Freemasonry. This went on also in Sofia,

The actual institutioll that oversaw Intrabank's reorganiza

munist Bulgaria came under the sway of mother-cultism in

J. P. Morgan Overseas. still owns 41.9 percent of the Bank al

government Committee on Art and Culture until she died last

one Middle East economics reporter put it, the reorganization

the ruling Bulgarian Communist Party. She herself was a

into the multinational banking system.

right into the 20th century. The official cultural life of com

the 1970s, presided over by Lyudmila Zhivkova, head of the

year. She was also the daughter of Todor Zhivkov, head of
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tion in 1971-1972, however, was J. P. Morgan. To this day,

Meshreq, one of the major constituent parts of Intrabank. As

simply consisted of the "big boys" integrating Intrabank fully
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